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(54) REGISTER

(57) A front movable louver (3) is configured such
that one central horizontal fin (7) is axially supported so
as to be turnable in the horizontal direction substantially
at the up-down center inside an air outlet (15), while an
upper auxiliary horizontal fin (8) is axially supported so
as to be storable and turnable in the horizontal direction
in a storing recess provided on an upper wall surface
inside the air outlet, and a lower auxiliary horizontal fin
(9) is axially supported so as to be storable and turnable

in the horizontal direction in a storing recess provided on
a lower wall surface inside the air outlet. The central hor-
izontal fin (7) is axially supported so as to be turnable by
pivots provided so as to project substantially at the cent-
ers of both sides. The upper auxiliary horizontal fin (8)
and the lower auxiliary horizontal fin (9) are axially sup-
ported so as to be turnable in a manner of sticking out
downstream-side end portions to a passage (5) side.
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Description

Technical Field

[0001] The present invention relates to a register for
air blow adjustment to be used for an air outlet for air
conditioning of an automobile, etc., and specifically, to a
register having a narrow and long air outlet that is long
in the longitudinal direction and short in the shorter-side
direction and inclined in the short-side direction.

Background Art

[0002] As registers for air blow adjustment to be used
for air outlets for air conditioning of automobiles, etc.,
registers which have horizontally movable louvers and
vertically movable louvers disposed one in front of the
other in orthogonal directions inside bezels or retainers
forming air passages, and adjust an air blowing direction
upward/downward and rightward/leftward by changing
angles of fins of the horizontally movable louvers and the
vertically movable louvers when blowing out air from the
air outlets provided on the bezels have been commonly
used in air conditioners, etc., of automobiles.
[0003] As these types of registers, so-called thin reg-
isters each having a narrow and long rectangular-shaped
air outlet that is long in the longitudinal direction and short
in the shorter-side direction and a small number of mov-
able fins, approximately 1-3, provided inside the air outlet
are sometimes installed inside the cabins of automobiles
mainly because of designability or design demands (refer
to, for example, Patent Document 1).

Citation List

Patent Literature

[0004]

Patent Document 1: JP2002-103954 A
Patent Document 2: JP2004-210111 A

Summary of Invention

Technical Problem

[0005] On the one side, the register to be used for air
conditioning of an automobile is usually installed by being
opened in the front surface of the instrument panel, but
in relation to a display, control panel, or the like to be
installed thereon, the position of the thin register is some-
times arranged at the top of the instrument panel near
the dashboard. In such a case that, for example, the reg-
ister is arranged near the dashboard at the top of the
instrument panel, the air outlet of the register is formed
in an inclined shape with its upper portion being retracted
to the upstream side and its lower portion being projected
to the downstream side so as to be in line with an inclined

surface on the upper surface of the dashboard at the top
of the instrument panel (refer to, for example, Patent Doc-
ument 2).
[0006] Such a register has an air outlet being in a rec-
tangular shape that is long in the longitudinal direction
and short in the short-side direction and inclined in the
short-side direction, and depending on the total design,
the air outlet may have a great inclination in the front
surface of the register, that is, a large inclination angle
with respect to a vertical plane of the air outlet (a small
inclination angle with respect to a horizontal plane).
[0007] However, in the register that is a thin register
and has a great inclination of the front surface of the air
outlet, there has been a problem that, when the front fin
is turned to the side of its inclination (to the downside),
a lower air flow is blown out straight forward along a lower
wall surface of the air outlet, and thus causes interference
with an air flow heading obliquely downward, and accord-
ingly, the directionality of wind during downward air blow-
ing is likely to deteriorate, and the larger the inclination
angle with respect to a vertical plane of the front surface
of the air outlet, the more the directionality of downward
air blowing deteriorates.
[0008] The present invention has been made to solve
the foregoing problems, and an object thereof is to pro-
vide a register, which has a narrow and long air outlet
that is long in the longitudinal direction and short in the
short-side direction and inclined in the short-side direc-
tion, capable of increasing the directionality of wind when
a front movable louver is turned to the side of inclination
of the air outlet.

Solution to problem

[0009] A register according to the present invention is
a register having a narrow and long air outlet that is long
in a horizontal direction and short in an up-down vertical
direction, and with a front movable louver being disposed
along said horizontal direction in an inner front portion of
said air outlet, said air outlet being formed inclined so as
to retract an upper portion to an upstream side and project
a lower portion to a downstream side, in which for said
front movable louver, one central horizontal fin is axially
supported so as to be turnable in said horizontal direction
substantially at an up-down center inside said air outlet,
while an upper auxiliary horizontal fin is axially supported
so as to be storable and turnable in said horizontal direc-
tion in a storing recess provided on an upper wall surface
inside said air outlet, and a lower auxiliary horizontal fin
is axially supported so as to be storable and turnable in
said horizontal direction in a storing recess provided on
a lower wall surface inside said air outlet, said central
horizontal fin is axially supported so as to be turnable by
pivots provided so as to project substantially at centers
of both sides, said upper auxiliary horizontal fin and lower
auxiliary horizontal fin are axially supported so as to be
turnable in a manner of sticking out downstream-side end
portions to a passage side, and when said central hori-
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zontal fin is turned to the downside, said lower auxiliary
horizontal fin sticks out the downstream-side end portion
toward the passage side to block an air flow that passes
through a section between said central horizontal fin and
said lower auxiliary horizontal fin and proceeds straight
ahead.
[0010] In addition, here, the "upstream side" and
"downstream side" mean an upstream side or down-
stream side of an air flow flowing in the passage, and in
each member, a front portion means a portion at the up-
stream side, and a rear portion means a portion at the
downstream side. Also, "up," "down," "right," or "left"
means up, down, right, or left in a front view of the air
outlet of the register.
[0011] According to this invention, when the front mov-
able louver is turned to the upside, the central horizontal
fin is oriented obliquely upward and the upper auxiliary
horizontal fin turns in a manner of sticking out its down-
stream-side end portion to the passage side to cause an
action so as to push an air flow passing through an upper
portion of the passage against the central horizontal fin
side by the upper auxiliary horizontal fin, and thus the air
flow pushed against an upper surface of the central hor-
izontal fin can be satisfactorily guided by the central hor-
izontal fin to be blown upward.
[0012] On the one hand, when the front movable louver
is turned to the downside, because the central horizontal
fin is oriented obliquely downward and the upper auxiliary
horizontal fin and the lower auxiliary horizontal fin turn in
a manner of sticking out the downstream-side end por-
tions toward the passage side, even in the thin register
having a short up-down width, an air flow satisfactorily
guided by the upper auxiliary horizontal fin and the central
horizontal fin can be blown downward from the section
between the fins, and at this time, because an air flow
that passes through the lower side relative to the central
horizontal fin and proceeds straight ahead is blocked by
the lower auxiliary horizontal fin, the directionality of
downward air blowing can be increased.
[0013] Here, it is preferable that the lower auxiliary hor-
izontal fin of the front movable louver is arranged at a
downstream-side position further than the upper auxiliary
horizontal fin, and the front-rear position of pivots of said
lower auxiliary horizontal fin is arranged substantially at
the same position as that of the pivots of the central hor-
izontal fin.
[0014] Further, a register of another invention is a reg-
ister having a narrow and long air outlet that is long in an
up-down vertical direction and short in a horizontal direc-
tion, and with a front movable louver being disposed
along said up-down vertical direction in an inner front
portion of said air outlet, said air outlet being formed in-
clined so as to retract one side portion to an upstream
side and project the other side portion to a downstream
side, wherein for said front movable louver, one central
vertical fin is axially supported so as to be turnable in
said up-down vertical direction substantially at a right-left
center inside said air outlet, while a retraction-side aux-

iliary vertical fin is axially supported so as to be storable
and turnable in said up-down vertical direction in a storing
recess provided on a retraction-side side wall surface
inside said air outlet, and a projection-side auxiliary ver-
tical fin is axially supported so as to be storable and turn-
able in said up-down vertical direction in a storing recess
provided on a projection-side side wall surface inside said
air outlet, said central vertical fin is axially supported so
as to be turnable by pivots at both sides provided so as
to project substantially at right-left centers, said projec-
tion-side auxiliary vertical fin and said retraction-side aux-
iliary vertical fin are axially supported so as to be turnable
in a manner of sticking out downstream-side end portions
to a passage side, and when said central vertical fin is
turned to the projection side of said air outlet, said pro-
jection-side auxiliary vertical fin sticks out the down-
stream-side end portion toward the passage side to block
an air flow that passes through a section between said
central vertical fin and said projection-side auxiliary ver-
tical fin and proceeds straight ahead.
[0015] According to this invention, when the front mov-
able louver is turned to the retraction side in an obliquely
right-left direction of the air outlet, the central vertical fin
is oriented obliquely to the retraction side and the retrac-
tion-side auxiliary vertical fin turns in a manner of sticking
out its downstream-side end portion to the passage side
to cause an action so as to push an air flow passing
through the retraction side of the passage against the
central vertical fin side by the retraction-side auxiliary ver-
tical fin, and thus the air flow pushed against a side sur-
face of the central vertical fin can be satisfactorily guided
by the central vertical fin to be blown to the right or left
side.
[0016] On the one hand, when the front movable louver
is turned to the projection side in an obliquely right-left
direction of the air outlet, because the central vertical fin
is oriented to the projection side in the obliquely right-left
direction and the projection-side auxiliary vertical fin and
the retraction-side auxiliary vertical fin turn in a manner
of sticking out the downstream-side end portions toward
the passage side, even in the thin register having a short
right-left width, an air flow satisfactorily guided by the
retraction-side auxiliary vertical fin and the central vertical
fin can be blown obliquely to the side from the section
between the fins, and at this time, because an air flow
that passes through the projection side relative to the
central vertical fin and proceeds straight ahead is blocked
by the projection-side auxiliary vertical fin, the direction-
ality of air blowing obliquely to the side can be increased.
[0017] Moreover, a register of still another invention is
a register having a narrow and long air outlet that is long
in a horizontal direction and short in an up-down vertical
direction, and with a front movable louver being disposed
along said horizontal direction in an inner front portion of
said air outlet, said air outlet being formed inclined so as
to retract an upper portion to an upstream side and project
a lower portion to a downstream side, in which for said
front movable louver, one central horizontal fin is axially
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supported so as to be turnable in said horizontal direction
substantially at an up-down center inside said air outlet,
while an upper auxiliary horizontal fin is axially supported
so as to be storable and turnable in said horizontal direc-
tion in a storing recess provided on an upper wall surface
inside said air outlet, and a lower auxiliary horizontal fin
is axially supported so as to be storable and turnable in
said horizontal direction in a storing recess provided on
a lower wall surface inside said air outlet, said central
horizontal fin is axially supported so as to be turnable by
pivots provided at both sides of the downstream side,
said upper auxiliary horizontal fin and lower auxiliary hor-
izontal fin are axially supported so as to be turnable in a
manner of sticking out downstream-side end portions to
a passage side, and when said central horizontal fin is
turned to the upside or downside, said upper auxiliary
horizontal fin and said lower auxiliary horizontal fin stick
out the downstream-side end portions toward the pas-
sage side, and said lower auxiliary horizontal fin or said
upper auxiliary horizontal fin is parallel to and approxi-
mates said central horizontal fin to function as one large-
sized fin.
[0018] According to this invention, when the central
horizontal fin is turned to the upside or downside, the
upper auxiliary horizontal fin or the lower auxiliary hori-
zontal fin becomes parallel to the central horizontal fin
and the fins approximate each other to function as one
large-sized fin, and thus the directionality of wind when
the central horizontal fin is turned to the upside or down-
side can be increased.
[0019] In particular, when the central horizontal fin is
turned to the downside, the upper auxiliary horizontal fin
and the central horizontal fin function as one large-sized
fin and the lower auxiliary horizontal fin sticking out to
the passage side acts so as to push an air flow against
a lower surface of the central horizontal fin, and thus even
in the register which is a thin type and whose air outlet
is inclined, the directionality of wind in the obliquely down-
ward direction corresponding to the side of projection can
be increased.
[0020] Moreover, because the pivots of the central hor-
izontal fin are located at the downstream side, when the
central horizontal fin is turned up or down, a part that
appears at the front surface side to change is small, which
makes the external appearance of the register excellent.
Moreover, because the pivots of the central horizontal
fin are located at the downstream side, an operation knob
fitted slidably to the central horizontal fin can have a long
forward projection length, and accordingly, the operabil-
ity of the operation knob can be enhanced.
[0021] A register of still another invention is a register
having a narrow and long air outlet that is long in an up-
down vertical direction and short in a horizontal direction,
and with a front movable louver being disposed along
said up-down vertical direction in an inner front portion
of said air outlet, said air outlet being formed inclined so
as to retract one side portion to an upstream side and
project the other side portion to a downstream side, in

which for said front movable louver, one central vertical
fin is axially supported so as to be turnable in said up-
down vertical direction substantially at a right-left center
of the retraction side in said air outlet, while a retraction-
side auxiliary vertical fin is axially supported so as to be
storable and turnable in said up-down vertical direction
in a storing recess provided on a retraction-side side wall
surface inside said air outlet, and a projection-side aux-
iliary vertical fin is axially supported so as to be storable
and turnable in said up-down vertical direction in a storing
recess provided on a projection-side wall surface in said
air outlet, said central vertical fin is axially supported so
as to be turnable by pivots provided at both sides of a
downstream-side end portion, said retraction-side auxil-
iary vertical fin and projection-side auxiliary vertical fin
are axially supported so as to be turnable in a manner of
sticking out downstream-side end portions to a passage
side, and when said central vertical fin is turned to the
right or left, said retraction-side auxiliary vertical fin and
said projection-side auxiliary vertical fin stick out the
downstream-side end portions toward the passage side,
and said projection-side auxiliary vertical fin or said re-
traction-side auxiliary vertical fin is parallel to and approx-
imates said central vertical fin to function as one large-
sized fin.
[0022] According to this invention, when the central
vertical fin is turned to the right or left, the retraction-side
auxiliary vertical fin or the projection-side auxiliary verti-
cal fin becomes parallel to the central vertical fin and the
fins approximate each other to function as one large-
sized fin, and thus the directionality of wind when the
central vertical fin is turned to the right or left can be
increased.
[0023] In particular, when the central vertical fin is
turned to the projection side of the air outlet, the retrac-
tion-side auxiliary vertical fin and the central vertical fin
function as one large-sized fin and the projection-side
auxiliary vertical fin sticking out to the passage side acts
so as to push an air flow against a side surface of the
central vertical fin, and thus even when the register is a
thin register and the air outlet is inclined is inclined in the
short-side direction, the directionality of wind when the
central vertical fin is turned to the projection side of the
air outlet can be increased.
[0024] Moreover, because the pivots of the central ver-
tical fin are located at the downstream side, when the
central vertical fin is turned to the right or left, a part that
appears at the front surface side to change is small, which
makes the external appearance of the register excellent.
Moreover, because the pivots of the central vertical fin
are located at the downstream side, an operation knob
fitted slidably to the central vertical fin can have a long
forward projection length, and accordingly, the operabil-
ity of the operation knob can be enhanced.
[0025] In addition, on an upstream side of the front
movable louver, a rear movable louver with a large
number of vertical fins or horizontal fins being provided
side by side may be disposed turnably.
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Advantageous Effects of Invention

[0026] According to the register of the present inven-
tion, even a register having a narrow and long air outlet
that is long in the longitudinal direction and short in the
short-side direction and inclined in the short-side direc-
tion can increase the directionality of wind when the front
movable fin is turned to the side the air outlet.

Brief Description of Drawings

[0027]

Fig. 1 is a front view of a register showing a first
embodiment of the present invention.
Fig. 2 is a sectional view along II-II of Fig. 1.
Fig. 3 is a sectional view along III-III of Fig. 1.
Fig. 4 is a perspective view showing a fin turning
mechanism.
Fig. 5 is a sectional view when a front movable louver
is turned up.
Fig. 6 is a sectional view when a front movable louver
is turned down
Fig. 7 is a front view of a register of a second em-
bodiment.
Fig. 8 is a sectional view along VIII-VIII of the register
in Fig. 7.
Fig. 9 is a front view of a register of a third embodi-
ment.
Fig. 10 is a sectional view along X-X of the same
register.
Fig. 11 is a sectional view when a front movable lou-
ver is turned up.
Fig. 12 is a sectional view when a front movable lou-
ver is turned down.
Fig. 13 is a front view of a register of a fourth em-
bodiment.
Fig. 14 is a sectional view along XIV-XIV of the same
register.

Description of Embodiments

[0028] Hereinafter, an embodiment of the present in-
vention will be described with reference to the drawings.
Fig. 1 to Fig. 6 show a register of a first embodiment,
which is a thin register to be fitted to the instrument panel
of an automobile. At the front surface of the register, a
bezel 1 formed opening with a horizontally long rectan-
gular air outlet 15 is attached, and the air outlet 15 is, as
shown in Fig. 1, formed into a horizontally long rectan-
gular shape, and is formed in a horizontally long rectan-
gular that is long in the longitudinal direction (horizontal
direction) and short in the short-side direction (up-down
vertical direction). Moreover, the air outlet 15 in the front
surface of the register is, as shown in Fig. 2, formed in-
clined in the short-side direction so as to retract its upper
portion to the upstream side and project its lower portion
to the downstream side. That is, the front surface of the

air outlet 15 is inclined at an angle of approximately 45
degrees obliquely downward with respect to a horizontal
plane in its short-side direction, and is in a so-called thin
and slanted shape.
[0029] At the back surface side of the bezel 1, a fitting
portion (not shown) for joining to a retainer 2 is provided,
and a duct-like retainer 2 is fitted with and connected to
the fitting portion. On right and left side walls inside of
the air outlet 15 of the bezel 1, bearing portions for a front
movable louver 3 are formed, and in the bearing portions
provided on both sides, pivots 7a projecting at both end
portions of a central horizontal fin 7 of the front movable
louver 3 are supported, and similarly, pivots 8a projecting
at both end portions of an upper auxiliary horizontal fin
8 and pivots 9a projecting at both sides of the lower aux-
iliary horizontal fin 9 are respectively supported, so that
the central horizontal fin 7, the upper auxiliary horizontal
fin 8, and the lower auxiliary horizontal fin 9 are turnable
up and down in predetermined angular ranges.
[0030] The retainer 2 is formed like a duct the cross-
sectional shape of which is a horizontally long rectangular
shape similar to that of the air outlet 15, and is formed
inside with a passage 5 for ventilation. Bearing portions
are formed at predetermined intervals on an upper wall
and lower wall of a downstream-side edge portion of the
retainer 2, and in those bearing portions, vertical fins 4a
of a rear movable louver 4 are axially supported by pivots
4b as shown in Figs. 2 and 3, so that the respective ver-
tical fins 4a turn to the right and left in conjunction with
each other in a predetermined angular range. At a front
portion of the retainer 2, the bezel 1 with a substantially
rectangular air outlet 15 formed by opening in its front
surface is fitted with its air outlet 15 aligned with the open-
ing portion of the passage 5, and the passage 5 is formed
communicating from the inside of the retainer 2 to the air
outlet 15 of the bezel 1.
[0031] The front movable louver 3 includes one central
horizontal fin 7 that is adjustable by turning upward and
downward, an upper auxiliary horizontal fin 8 and a lower
auxiliary horizontal fin 9 that are disposed at positions
above and under the central horizontal fin 7 and turn up
and down according to a turning operation of the central
horizontal fin 7, and a fin turning mechanism 10 that turns
the upper auxiliary horizontal fin 8 and the lower auxiliary
horizontal fin 9 in conjunction with a turn of the central
horizontal fin 7.
[0032] The central horizontal fin 7 has pivots 7a pro-
vided in a projecting manner at both ends, and as shown
in Fig. 1 and Fig. 3, one pivot 7a penetrates through a
side wall of the passage 5 to project to the outside, and
a crank 11 is pivotally attached to the tip end of the pivot
7a. As shown in Fig. 2, the pivot 7a of the central hori-
zontal fin 7 is located substantially at the center of the fin
in a plan view, and the positions of the pivots 8a and 9a
of the upper auxiliary horizontal fin 8 and the lower aux-
iliary horizontal fin 9 are located at downstream-side end
portions of the respective fins in a plan view. Accordingly,
when the central horizontal fin 7 is turned upward or
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downward, an upstream-side end portion and down-
stream-side end portion of the central horizontal fin 7 are
substantially equally oriented upward or downward, and
the upper auxiliary horizontal fin 8 and the lower auxiliary
horizontal fin 9 are structured such that their down-
stream-side end portions stick out to the passage 5 side
during turning.
[0033] As shown in Fig. 2, the upper auxiliary horizontal
fin 8 is arranged adjacent to an upper wall surface in the
passage 5, while a storing recess 6a is formed on the
upper wall surface, and the upper auxiliary horizontal fin
8 is stored in a horizontal state inside the storing recess
6a. Moreover, the lower auxiliary horizontal fin 9 is ar-
ranged adjacent to a lower wall surface in the passage
5, while a storing recess 6b is formed on the lower wall
surface, and the lower auxiliary horizontal fin 9 is stored
in a horizontal state inside the storing recess 6b. The
upper auxiliary horizontal fin 8 and the lower auxiliary
horizontal fin 9 are formed with short widths in the front-
rear direction, which are approximately 1/2 of the width
in the front-rear direction of the central horizontal fin 7.
[0034] That is, the central horizontal fin 7 is formed
long with a wide front-rear width, approximately two times
the front-rear widths of the upper auxiliary horizontal fin
8 and the lower auxiliary horizontal fin 9, and further, the
central horizontal fin 7 is in a mode such that, in a plan
view thereof, its upstream-side half overlaps the upper
auxiliary horizontal fin 8 and a downstream-side half of
the central horizontal fin 7 overlaps the lower auxiliary
horizontal fin 9. Thus, the upper auxiliary horizontal fin 8
and the lower auxiliary horizontal fin 9 are axially sup-
ported turnably, at the positions above or under the cen-
tral horizontal fins 7, in a manner of sticking out their
downstream-side edge portions in a horizontal state to
the passage 5 side.
[0035] As shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, the pivots 8a of
the upper auxiliary horizontal fin 8 are provided so as to
project at both sides near an upstream-side edge portion
of the upper auxiliary horizontal fin 8, and the pivots 9a
of the lower auxiliary horizontal fin 9 are provided so as
to project at both sides near an upstream-side edge por-
tion of the lower auxiliary horizontal fin 9, and as to their
positions, the pivots 8a of the upper auxiliary horizontal
fin 8 are located at upstream sides further than the pivots
7a of the central horizontal fin 7, and the position of the
pivots 9a of the lower auxiliary horizontal fin 9 is substan-
tially the same position as that of the pivots 7a of the
central horizontal fin 7 in a plan view.
[0036] Accordingly, as shown in Fig. 5, when the cen-
tral horizontal fin 7 is turned up to cause an upward turn
and the lower auxiliary horizontal fin 9 is turned up to
cause an upward turn, the central horizontal fin 7 and the
lower auxiliary horizontal fin 9 become substantially par-
allel to each other, and as in Fig. 6, when the central
horizontal fin 7 is turned downward and the upper auxil-
iary horizontal fin 8 is turned downward, the central hor-
izontal fin 7 and the upper auxiliary horizontal fin 8 oper-
ate so as to become substantially parallel to each other.

[0037] A fin turning mechanism 10 is provided outside
a left side surface of the bezel 1 in order to cause a con-
junctive operation as in the above for the upper auxiliary
horizontal fin 8 and the lower auxiliary horizontal fin 9
when the central horizontal fin 7 is turned upward or
downward as described above. The fin turning mecha-
nism 10 is composed of the crank 11 pivotally attached
to the pivot 7a of the central horizontal fin 7 in the fore-
going, a first cam member 13 pivotally attached to the
pivot 8a of the upper auxiliary horizontal fin 8, and a sec-
ond cam member 14 pivotally attached to the pivot 9a of
the lower auxiliary horizontal fin 9.
[0038] In the first cam member 13, as shown in Fig. 4,
a long hole-like cam groove 13a bent in a substantially
laid V-shape is formed, and a similar cam groove 14a is
formed in the second cam member 14. These cam
grooves 13a and 14a are formed as through-holes. Fur-
ther, as shown in Fig. 4, at a tip end portion of the crank
11 pivotally attached to the pivot 7a of the central hori-
zontal fin 7, a crankshaft 12 is provided in a projecting
manner, and the crankshaft 12 is inserted into both of
the cam groove 13a of the first cam member 13 and the
cam groove 14a of the second cam member 14 to be
assembled.
[0039] The upper auxiliary horizontal fin 8 and the low-
er auxiliary horizontal fin 9 that turn in conjunction due
to an operation of the fin turning mechanism 10, have a
horizontal posture to reach a state stored in the storing
recesses 6a and 6b, respectively, due to an action of the
crank 11, the first cam member 13, and the second cam
member 14 when the central horizontal fin 7 is oriented
straight forward to set the direction in the up-down direc-
tion thereof to the horizontal direction as in Fig. 2. More-
over, when the central horizontal fin 7 is turned to the
upside as in Fig. 5, that is, when the direction of the central
horizontal fin 7 is turned upward, the direction of the lower
auxiliary horizontal fin 9 similarly turns to the upside, and
the direction of the upper auxiliary horizontal fin 8 turns
to the downside. On the one hand, when the central hor-
izontal fin 7 is turned to the downside as in Fig. 6, that
is, when the direction of the central horizontal fin 7 is
turned downward, the direction of the upper auxiliary hor-
izontal fin 8 similarly turns to the downside, and the di-
rection of the lower auxiliary horizontal fin 9 turns to the
upside. That is, the upper auxiliary horizontal fin 8 and
the lower auxiliary horizontal fin 9 are structured so as
to turn in a manner of sticking out their downstream-side
edge portions into the passage 5 in either case where
the direction of the central horizontal fin 7 is turned up-
ward or downward.
[0040] A rear movable louver 4 is disposed in the pas-
sage 5 and upstream from the front movable louver 3. In
the rear movable louver 4, a plurality of vertical fins 4a
are provided vertically side by side at fixed intervals left
horizontally. Each vertical fin 4a has pivots 4b provided
so as to project at an upper portion and lower portion,
and the upper and lower pivots 4b are axially supported
by bearing portions provided on the upper wall and lower
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wall of the passage 5, and supported so as to be turnable
rightward and leftward.
[0041] On the above-described central horizontal fin
7, as shown in Fig. 1, an operation knob 16 is externally
fitted so as to be slidable in the right-left longitudinal di-
rection to provide a structure for grasping the operation
knob 16 to make the central horizontal fin 7 turnable in
the up-down direction and turning the rear movable lou-
ver 4 to the right or left to change the wind direction to
the right or left by sliding the operation knob 16 in the
right-left direction.
[0042] Therefore, as shown in Fig. 3, a rack portion
16a is provided at a rear portion of the operation knob
16 as a linkage portion, a fan-shaped gear portion 16b
is provided on one vertical fin 4a of the rear movable
louver 4, the rack portion 16a and the gear portion 16b
engage with each other, and when the operation knob
16 is operated to slide, the vertical fin 4a turns. Moreover,
at the pivots 4b of all vertical fins 4a including that vertical
fin 4a, cranks (not shown) are pivotally attached, and
crankshafts of the respective cranks are mutually joined
by one link bar. Accordingly, a structure is provided in
that, when the operation knob 16 is slid to the right or left
on the central horizontal fin 7, the respective vertical fins
4a of the rear movable louver 4 turn to the right or left in
conjunction so as to adjust the wind direction to the right
or left.
[0043] Next, the operation of the register configured
as described above will be described based on Figs. 2,
5, and 6. The register is fitted, to the part of the instrument
panel or dashboard inside the cabin of an automobile,
by connecting an air inlet at the back surface side to an
air duct (not shown). The air outlet 15 of the register is
exposed to the front surface of the instrument panel or
dashboard, but is inclined such that an upper portion of
the air outlet 15 retracts to the upstream side and a lower
portion thereof projects to the downstream side, and can
thus match in design with the inclination shape of the
instrument panel or dashboard, and moreover, because
the air outlet 15 of the thin register is very narrow and
long and designed simple, the design of its front surface
can be satisfactorily matched in design with a display or
control panel provided on the instrument panel or dash-
board.
[0044] When air is blown straight in front of the register,
as in Fig. 2, the central horizontal fin 7 of the front movable
louver 3 is brought into a horizontal state, that is, a state
oriented straight ahead. In this state, the upper auxiliary
horizontal fin 8 and the lower auxiliary horizontal fin 9
both keep a horizontal state and are stored inside the
storing recesses 6a and 6b on the upper wall surface and
lower wall surface of the passage 5. Consequently, an
air flow flowing in the passage 5 is, with little air resistance
received due to the upper auxiliary horizontal fin 8 and
the lower auxiliary horizontal fin 9, blown in the horizontal
forward direction to which the central horizontal fin 7 is
oriented with very small pressure loss. Thus, as com-
pared with a normal register for which three horizontal

fins are provided side by side at the air outlet, pressure
loss during a horizontal adjustment can be reduced.
[0045] On the one hand, where the central horizontal
fin 7 is in a horizontal state as described above, when
the operation knob 16 is operated to turn the central hor-
izontal fin 7 upward as in Fig. 5, the upper auxiliary hor-
izontal fin 8 and the lower auxiliary horizontal fin 9 turn
in a manner of sticking out their downstream-side end
portions to the inside of the passage 5 due to an operation
of the crank 11, the first cam member 13, and the second
cam member 14 of the fin turning mechanism 10, and
the upper auxiliary horizontal fin 8 turns to be oriented
obliquely downward, and the lower auxiliary horizontal
fin 9 turns to be oriented obliquely upward.
[0046] Thus, an air flow flowing from the passage 5
toward the air outlet 15 is, as shown in Fig. 5, gathered
near the up-down center of the passage 5 by the upper
auxiliary horizontal fin 8 and the lower auxiliary horizontal
fin 9, and particularly, an air flow flowing in an upper por-
tion of the passage 5 gathers near the central horizontal
fin 7 due to the upper auxiliary horizontal fin 8 oriented
obliquely downward, and the air flow gathered near the
central horizontal fin 7 flows along the central horizontal
fin 7, and is blown obliquely upward to which the central
horizontal fin 7 is oriented.
[0047] Moreover, as in Fig. 5, because the lower aux-
iliary horizontal fin 9 is oriented obliquely upward which
is the same in direction as the central horizontal fin 7, an
air flow passing through the section between the central
horizontal fin 7 and the lower auxiliary horizontal fin 9
can be efficiently blown obliquely upward, and moreover,
because the lower auxiliary horizontal fin 9 is oriented
obliquely upward in a manner of sticking out upward from
the storing recess 6b, virtually no air flow that flows
straight forward in a clearance with the lower wall surface
occurs.
[0048] Similarly, the upper auxiliary horizontal fin 8 op-
erates so as to turn downward relative to the storing re-
cess 6a in a manner of sticking out its downstream-side
end portion to the inside of the passage 5 to gather an
air flow flowing in the passage 5 near the periphery of
the central horizontal fin 7, and thus generates an air flow
along the central horizontal fin 7, and virtually no air flow
that flows straight forward in a clearance between the
upper wall surface of the passage 5 and the upper aux-
iliary horizontal fin 8 occurs.
[0049] Therefore, an air flow flowing along the central
horizontal fin 7 is not disturbed as in a normal register
for which three horizontal fins are provided, and flows
smoothly, and directionality when the central horizontal
fin 7 of the front movable louver 3 is turned up can be
greatly increased.
[0050] On the other hand, where the central horizontal
fin 7 is in a horizontal state, when the operation knob 16
is operated to turn the central horizontal fin 7 downward
as in Fig. 6, similar to the above, the upper auxiliary hor-
izontal fin 8 and the lower auxiliary horizontal fin 9 turn
in a manner of sticking out their downstream-side end
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portions to the inside of the passage 5 due to an operation
of the crank 11, the first cam member 13, and the second
cam member 14 of the fin turning mechanism 10, and
the upper auxiliary horizontal fin 8 turns to be oriented
obliquely downward together with the central horizontal
fin 7, and the lower auxiliary horizontal fin 9 turns to be
oriented obliquely upward.
[0051] Thus, an air flow flowing from the passage 5
toward the air outlet 15, particularly, an air flow flowing
in an upper portion of the passage 5 is guided to the
inside by the upper auxiliary horizontal fin 8 to gather at
the central horizontal fin 7 side, and flows along the cen-
tral horizontal fin 7, passes through the section between
the upper auxiliary horizontal fin 8 and the central hori-
zontal fin 7, and is blown obliquely downward to which
the central horizontal fin 7 is oriented.
[0052] At this time, as in Fig. 6, because the upper
auxiliary horizontal fin 8 reaches a state sticking out ob-
liquely downward from the storing recess 6a to the pas-
sage 5 side, virtually no air flow that flows straight forward
in a clearance between the upper wall surface of the pas-
sage 5 and the upper auxiliary horizontal fin 8 occurs,
and an air flow is satisfactorily guided obliquely down-
ward by the central horizontal fin 7, and blown.
[0053] On the one hand, the lower auxiliary horizontal
fin 9 operates so as to turn upward in a manner of sticking
out its downstream-side end portion to the inside of the
passage 5 to approximate the tip end of the fin as if mak-
ing it contact a lower surface of the central horizontal fin
7. Thus, as in Fig. 6, an air flow that flows straight forward
near the lower wall surface of the passage 5 and the
lower auxiliary horizontal fin 9 is blocked, which does not
exert influence such as disturbing an air flow blown down-
ward along the central horizontal fin 7.
[0054] Therefore, similar to the above, also when the
central horizontal fin 7 is turned downward, an air flow
flowing along the central horizontal fin 7 flows satisfac-
torily without being disturbed as in a normal register for
which three horizontal fins are provided, and even in the
register having the air outlet 15 inclined to the downside,
the directionality of wind when the central horizontal fin
7 of the front movable louver 3 is turned down can be
greatly increased.
[0055] In this manner, when the front movable louver
3 is turned to the upside, the central horizontal fin 7 is
oriented obliquely upward and the upper auxiliary hori-
zontal fin 8 turns in a manner of sticking out its down-
stream-side end portion to the passage 5 side to cause
an action so as to push an air flow passing through an
upper portion of the passage 5 against the central hori-
zontal fin 7 side by the upper auxiliary horizontal fin 8,
and thus the air flow pushed against an upper surface of
the central horizontal fin 7 can be satisfactorily guided
by the central horizontal fin 7 to be blown upward.
[0056] Moreover, when the front movable louver 3 is
turned to the downside, because the central horizontal
fin 7 is oriented obliquely downward and the upper aux-
iliary horizontal fin 8 and the lower auxiliary horizontal fin

9 turn in a manner of sticking out the downstream-side
end portions toward the passage 5 side, an air flow sat-
isfactorily guided by the upper auxiliary horizontal fin 8
and the central horizontal fin 7 can be blown downward
from the section between the fins, and at this time, be-
cause an air flow that passes through the lower side rel-
ative to the central horizontal fin 7 and proceeds straight
ahead is blocked by the lower auxiliary horizontal fin 9,
even in the register having the air outlet 15 inclined to
the downside, the directionality of obliquely downward
air blowing can be increased.
[0057] On the one side, when the wind direction is
changed to the right or left, the operation knob 16 on the
central horizontal fin 7 is operated to slide to change the
direction of the vertical fins 4a of the rear movable louver
4 to the right or left. Thus, the respective vertical fins 4a
of the rear movable louver 4 turn to the right or left to
change their direction, and the direction of wind to be
blown from the air outlet 15 is adjusted to the right or left.
[0058] Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 show a register of the second
embodiment. This register is, as shown in the same fig-
ures, as its front surface shape, in a shape of the register
of the first embodiment described above turned over 90
degrees, and has a rectangular air outlet 26 that is long
in the up-down vertical direction and short in the horizon-
tal direction, and in an inner front portion of the air outlet
26, a front movable louver 23 is disposed along the up-
down longitudinal direction, and the air outlet 26 is in-
clined so as to retract one (right) side portion to the up-
stream side and project the other (left) side portion to the
downstream side. In addition, for the same structural
parts the same as those of the register described above,
the same reference signs as above will be used in Figs.
7 and 8 and descriptions thereof will be omitted.
[0059] As shown in Figs. 7 and 8, for the front movable
louver 23, one central vertical fin 27 is axially supported
so as to be turnable in the up-down vertical direction sub-
stantially at the right-left center inside the air outlet 26,
while a retraction-side auxiliary vertical fin 28 is axially
supported so as to be storable and turnable in the up-
down vertical direction in a storing recess 6a provided
on a retraction-side side wall surface in the air outlet 26.
Similarly, in a storing recess 6b provided on a projection-
side side wall surface in the air outlet 26, a projection-
side auxiliary vertical fin 29 is axially supported so as to
be storable and turnable in the up-down vertical direction.
[0060] The central vertical fin 27 is axially supported
so as to be turnable by pivots 27a provided so as to
project at an upper portion and lower portion substantially
in the right-left center. The retraction-side auxiliary ver-
tical fin 28 and the projection-side auxiliary vertical fin 29
are axially supported turnably in a manner of sticking out
downstream-side end portions to the passage side.
Moreover, the projection-side auxiliary vertical fin 29 of
the front movable louver 23 is arranged at a downstream-
side position further than the retraction-side auxiliary ver-
tical fin 28, and the front-rear position of the pivots 29a
of the projection-side auxiliary vertical fin 29 is arranged
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substantially at the same position as that of pivots 27a
of the central vertical fin 27. The front-rear position of the
pivots 28a of the retraction-side auxiliary vertical fin 28
is arranged substantially at the same position as that of
an upstream-side end portion of the central vertical fin
27, which is on the upstream side further than the pro-
jection-side auxiliary vertical fin 29.
[0061] The front movable louver 23 is configured such
that, when the central vertical fin 27 is turned to the pro-
jection side (left side) of the air outlet 26, the projection-
side auxiliary vertical fin 29 sticks out the downstream-
side end portion toward the passage side to block an air
flow that passes through the section between the central
vertical fin 27 and the projection-side auxiliary vertical fin
29 and proceeds straight ahead.
[0062] When air is blown straight in front of the register,
as in Figs. 7 and 8, the central vertical fin 27 of the front
movable louver 23 is brought into a state oriented straight
ahead. In this state, the retraction-side auxiliary vertical
fin 28 and the projection-side auxiliary vertical fin 29 both
keep a state parallel to the passage 5 and are stored
inside the storing recesses 6a and 6b on the side wall
surfaces of the passage 5. Consequently, an air flow flow-
ing in the passage 5 is, with little air resistance received
due to the retraction-side auxiliary vertical fin 28 and the
projection-side auxiliary vertical fin 29, blown in the for-
ward direction to which the central vertical fin 27 is ori-
ented with very small pressure loss. Thus, as compared
with a normal register for which three horizontal fins are
provided side by side at the air outlet, pressure loss can
be reduced.
[0063] On the one hand, when the operation knob 16
is operated to turn the central vertical fin 27 to the ob-
server’s right side (retraction side of the air outlet 26) as
in Fig. 8, the retraction-side auxiliary vertical fin 28 and
the projection-side auxiliary vertical fin 29 turn in a man-
ner of sticking out their downstream-side edge portions
to the inside of the passage 5 due to an operation of the
crank 11, the first cam member 13, and the second cam
member 14 of the fin turning mechanism 10, and the re-
traction-side auxiliary vertical fin 28 turns to be oriented
obliquely to the left side, and the projection-side auxiliary
vertical fin 29 turns to be oriented obliquely to the right
side.
[0064] Thus, an air flow flowing from the passage 5
toward the air outlet 26 is gathered near the center of the
passage 5 by the retraction-side auxiliary vertical fin 28
and the projection-side auxiliary vertical fin 29, and par-
ticularly, an air flow flowing at the right side in the passage
5 gathers near the central vertical fin 27 due to the re-
traction-side auxiliary vertical fin 28 oriented obliquely to
the left side, and the air flow gathered near the central
vertical fin 27 flows along the central vertical fin 27, and
is blown obliquely toward the right side to which the cen-
tral vertical fin 27 is oriented.
[0065] Moreover, because the projection-side auxiliary
vertical fin 29 is oriented obliquely to the right side which
is the same in direction as the central vertical fin 27, an

air flow passing through the section between the central
vertical fin 27 and the retraction-side auxiliary vertical fin
28 can be efficiently blown obliquely to the right side, and
moreover, because the projection-side auxiliary vertical
fin 29 is oriented obliquely to the right side in a manner
of sticking out to the right side from the storing recess
6b, virtually no air flow that flows straight forward in a
clearance with the side wall surface occurs.
[0066] On the one side, the retraction-side auxiliary
vertical fin 28 operates so as to turn to the left side from
the storing recess 6a in a manner of sticking out its down-
stream-side end portion to the inside of the passage 5 to
gather an air flow flowing in the passage 5 near the pe-
riphery of the central vertical fin 27, and thus generates
an air flow along the central vertical fin 27, and virtually
no air flow that flows straight forward in a clearance be-
tween the side wall surface of the passage 5 and the
retraction-side auxiliary vertical fin 28 occurs.
[0067] Therefore, an air flow flowing along the central
vertical fin 27 is not disturbed as in a normal register for
which three horizontal fins are provided, and flows
smoothly, and directionality when the central vertical fin
27 of the front movable louver 23 is turned right can be
greatly increased.
[0068] On the other hand, when the operation knob 16
is operated to turn the central vertical fin 27 to the ob-
server’s left side (projection side of the air outlet) as in
Fig. 8, the retraction-side auxiliary vertical fin 28 and the
projection-side auxiliary vertical fin 29 turn in a manner
of sticking out their downstream-side end portions to the
inside of the passage 5 due to an operation of the crank
11, the first cam member 13, and the second cam mem-
ber 14 of the fin turning mechanism 10, and the retraction-
side auxiliary vertical fin 28 turns to be oriented obliquely
to the left side together with the central vertical fin 27,
and the projection-side auxiliary vertical fin 29 turns to
be oriented obliquely to the right side.
[0069] Thus, an air flow flowing from the passage 5
toward the air outlet 26, particularly, an air flow flowing
at the right side of the passage 5 is guided to the inside
by the retraction-side auxiliary vertical fin 28 to gather at
the central vertical fin 27 side, and flows along the central
vertical fin 27, passes through the section between the
retraction-side auxiliary vertical fin 28 and the central ver-
tical fin 27, and is blown obliquely toward the left side to
which the central vertical fin 27 is oriented.
[0070] At this time, because the retraction-side auxil-
iary vertical fin 28 reaches a state sticking out obliquely
to the left side from the storing recess 6a to the passage
5 side, virtually no air flow that flows straight forward in
a clearance between the side wall surface of the passage
5 and the retraction-side auxiliary vertical fin 28 occurs,
and an air flow is satisfactorily guided obliquely to the left
side by the central vertical fin 27, and blown.
[0071] On the one hand, the projection-side auxiliary
vertical fin 29 operates so as to turn to the right side in a
manner of sticking out its downstream-side end portion
to the inside of the passage 5 to approximate the tip end
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of the fin as if making it contact a left surface of the central
vertical fin 27. Thus, an air flow that flows straight forward
near the side wall surface of the passage 5 and the pro-
jection-side auxiliary vertical fin 29 is blocked, which does
not have influence on an air flow blown toward the left
side along the central vertical fin 27.
[0072] Therefore, also when the central vertical fin 27
is turned to the left side, an air flow flowing along the
central vertical fin 27 flows satisfactorily without being
disturbed as in a normal register for which three horizon-
tal fins are provided, and even in the register having the
air outlet 26 inclined to the right side (retraction side), the
directionality of wind when the central vertical fin 27 of
the front movable louver 23 is turned to the left side (pro-
jection side) can be greatly increased.
[0073] In the above-described embodiments, the op-
eration to incline the upper auxiliary horizontal fin 8 and
the lower auxiliary horizontal fin 9 or the retraction-side
auxiliary vertical fin 28 and the projection-side auxiliary
vertical fin 29 in a manner of sticking out to the inside of
the passage 5 following a turn of the central horizontal
fin 7 or the central vertical fin 27 is realized by the turning
mechanism 10 using the crank 11, the first cam member
13, and the second cam member 14, however, the op-
eration of the upper auxiliary horizontal fin 8 and the lower
auxiliary horizontal fin 9 or the retraction-side auxiliary
vertical fin 28 and the projection-side auxiliary vertical fin
29 described above can also be realized by using another
linkage mechanism, cam mechanism, motor-driven
mechanism, or the like.
[0074] Moreover, in the above-described embodi-
ments, a rectangular air outlet 15, 26 is provided, how-
ever, it is not necessarily rectangular, and an air outlet
having a different narrow and long shape like an oval is
also possible.
[0075] Moreover, the storing recesses 6a and 6b to
store the upper auxiliary horizontal fin 8 and the lower
auxiliary horizontal fin 9 or the retraction-side auxiliary
vertical fin 28 and the projection-side auxiliary vertical fin
29 are provided as stepped recesses with steps, howev-
er, as long as the recesses can store the upper auxiliary
horizontal fin 8 and the lower auxiliary horizontal fin 9 or
the retraction-side auxiliary vertical fin 28 and the projec-
tion-side auxiliary vertical fin 29, their shapes are arbi-
trary such as recesses having recessed curved surfaces.
[0076] Moreover, the air outlet 26 in Figs. 7 and 8 de-
scribed above is inclined so as to retract the observer’s
right side portion to the upstream side and project the left
side portion to the downstream side, however, an air out-
let can also be formed inclined, conversely thereto, so
as to retract the observer’s left side portion to the up-
stream side and project the right side portion to the down-
stream side, and in this case, the right and left positional
relationship of the retraction-side auxiliary vertical fin and
projection-side auxiliary vertical fin is opposite to the
above.
[0077] Fig. 9 to Fig. 12 show a register of a third em-
bodiment. Similar to the register of the first embodiment,

as shown in Fig. 9, this register is a thin register having
a narrow and long air outlet 45 that is long in the horizontal
direction and short in the up-down vertical direction, a
front movable louver 33 is disposed along the horizontal
direction in an inner front portion of the air outlet 45, and
the air outlet 45 is formed inclined so as to retract an
upper portion to the upstream side and project a lower
portion to the downstream side. In addition, for the same
parts as those of the embodiments described above, the
same reference signs as above will be used in the figures
to omit descriptions thereof.
[0078] The front movable louver 33 is configured such
that, as shown in Fig. 9, one central horizontal fin 37 is
axially supported so as to be turnable in the horizontal
direction substantially at the up-down center inside the
air outlet 45, while an upper auxiliary horizontal fin 38 is
axially supported so as to be storable and turnable in the
horizontal direction in a storing recess 36a provided on
an upper wall surface inside the air outlet 45, and a lower
auxiliary horizontal fin 39 is axially supported so as to be
storable and turnable in the horizontal direction in a stor-
ing recess 36b provided on a lower wall surface inside
the air outlet 45. The central horizontal fin 37 is axially
supported so as to be turnable by pivots 37a provided at
both sides of a downstream-side end portion, and the
upper auxiliary horizontal fin 38 and the lower auxiliary
horizontal fin 39 are axially supported so as to be turnable
by pivots 38a, 39a provided so as to project at both sides
of an upstream-side end portion in a manner of sticking
out their downstream-side end portions to the passage
side.
[0079] In a bezel 31 that constitutes a front surface
portion of the register, a horizontally long rectangular air
outlet 45 is formed, and the air outlet 45 is, as shown in
Fig. 10, formed inclined so as to retract its upper portion
to the upstream side and project its lower portion to the
downstream side. That is, the front surface of the air outlet
45 of the thin register is inclined at an angle of approxi-
mately 30 degrees obliquely downward with respect to a
horizontal plane in its short-side direction, and is a so-
called slanted shape.
[0080] At the back surface side of the bezel 31, a fitting
portion for joining to a retainer 32 is provided, and a duct-
like retainer 32 is fitted with and connected to the fitting
portion. On right and left side walls inside of the air outlet
45 of the bezel 31, bearing portions for the front movable
louver 33 are formed, and in the bearing portions provid-
ed on both sides, pivots 37a projecting at both end por-
tions of the central horizontal fin 37 of the front movable
louver 33 are supported, and similarly, pivots 38a pro-
jecting at both end portions of the upper auxiliary hori-
zontal fin 38 and pivots 39a projecting at both sides of
the lower auxiliary horizontal fin 39 are respectively sup-
ported, so that the central horizontal fin 37, the upper
auxiliary horizontal fin 38, and the lower auxiliary hori-
zontal fin 39 are turnable up and down in predetermined
angular ranges.
[0081] The retainer 32 is formed like a duct having a
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horizontally long and rectangular-shaped cross-section
similar to that of the air outlet 45, and is formed inside
with a passage 35 for ventilation. Bearing portions are
formed at predetermined intervals on an upper wall and
lower wall of a downstream-side edge portion of the re-
tainer 32, and as shown in Fig. 10, in those bearing por-
tions, vertical fins 34a of a rear movable louver 34 are
axially supported by pivots 34b, so that the respective
vertical fins 34a turn to the right and left in conjunction
with each other in a predetermined angular range. At a
front portion of the retainer 32, the bezel 31 with a sub-
stantially rectangular air outlet 45 formed by opening in
its front surface is fitted with its air outlet 45 aligned with
the opening portion of the passage 35, and the passage
35 is formed communicating from the inside of the retain-
er 32 to the air outlet 45 of the bezel 31.
[0082] The front movable louver 33 includes one cen-
tral horizontal fin 37 that is adjustable by turning upward
and downward, an upper auxiliary horizontal fin 38 and
a lower auxiliary horizontal fin 39 are disposed at posi-
tions above and under the central horizontal fin 37 that
turn up and down according to a turning operation of the
central horizontal fin 37, and a fin turning mechanism 40
(Fig. 9) that turns the upper auxiliary horizontal fin 38 and
the lower auxiliary horizontal fin 39 in conjunction with a
turn of the central horizontal fin 37.
[0083] The central horizontal fin 37 has pivots 37a pro-
vided so as to project at both ends, and as shown in Fig.
9 and Fig. 10, one pivot 37a penetrates through a side
wall of the passage 35 to project to the outside, and a
crank 11 is pivotally attached to the tip end of the pivot
37a. The pivot 37a of the central horizontal fin 37 is lo-
cated near a front end portion of the fin in a plan view,
and the positions of the pivots 38a and 39a of the upper
auxiliary horizontal fin 38 and the lower auxiliary horizon-
tal fin 39 are located near upstream-side end portions of
the respective fins in a plan view.
[0084] Moreover, as in Fig. 11, when the central hori-
zontal fin 37 is turned upward, the upper auxiliary hori-
zontal fin 38 and the lower auxiliary horizontal fin 39 turn
so that their downstream-side end portions stick out to
the passage 35 side and the lower auxiliary horizontal
fin 39 becomes parallel to the central horizontal fin 37
and the fins approximate each other to function as one
large-sized fin. That is, when the central horizontal fin 37
is turned obliquely upward, a mode is brought about in
that the lower auxiliary horizontal fin 39 becomes parallel
to the central horizontal fin 37 and a front portion of the
lower auxiliary horizontal fin 39 approximates a rear por-
tion of the central horizontal fin 37, so as to provide a
function of one large-sized fin.
[0085] Moreover, as in Fig. 12, when the central hori-
zontal fin 37 is turned downward, the upper auxiliary hor-
izontal fin 38 and the lower auxiliary horizontal fin 39 turn
so that their downstream-side end portions stick out to
the passage 35 side and the upper auxiliary horizontal
fin 38 becomes parallel to the central horizontal fin 37
and the fins approximate each other to function as one

large-sized fin.
[0086] As shown in Fig. 10, the upper auxiliary hori-
zontal fin 38 is arranged adjacent to an upper wall surface
in the passage 35, while a storing recess 36a is formed
on the upper wall surface, and the upper auxiliary hori-
zontal fin 38 is stored and hidden in a horizontal state
inside the storing recess 36a. Moreover, the lower aux-
iliary horizontal fin 39 is a structure in which this is ar-
ranged adjacent to a lower wall surface in the passage
35, while a storing recess 36b is formed on the lower wall
surface, and the lower auxiliary horizontal fin 39 is stored
and hidden in a horizontal state inside the storing recess
36b. The upper auxiliary horizontal fin 38 and the lower
auxiliary horizontal fin 39 are formed with shorter widths
in the front-rear direction than the width in the front-rear
direction of the central horizontal fin 7.
[0087] That is, the front-rear width of the central hori-
zontal fin 37 is formed wider than the front-rear widths of
the upper auxiliary horizontal fin 38 and the lower auxil-
iary horizontal fin 39, and the central horizontal fin 37, in
a plan view thereof, overlaps at its upstream-side end
portion with the upper auxiliary horizontal fin 38, and a
downstream-side end portion of the central horizontal fin
37 overlaps the lower auxiliary horizontal fin 39. Moreo-
ver, the upper auxiliary horizontal fin 8 and the lower aux-
iliary horizontal fin 39 turn at the positions above or under
the central horizontal fin 37 in a manner of sticking out
their downstream-side end portions in a horizontal state
to the passage 35 side.
[0088] Further, as shown in Fig. 10, the pivots 38a of
the upper auxiliary horizontal fin 38 are provided so as
to project at both sides near an upstream-side end portion
of the upper auxiliary horizontal fin 38, and the pivots 39a
of the lower auxiliary horizontal fin 39 are provided so as
to project at both sides near an upstream-side end portion
of the lower auxiliary horizontal fin 39. The pivots 37a of
the central horizontal fin 37 are located near its down-
stream-side end portion (front portion side), and thus lo-
cated at the side opposite to the pivots 38a and 39a of
the upper auxiliary horizontal fin 38 and the lower auxil-
iary horizontal fin 39 whose pivots are located at up-
stream-side end portions (rear portion side).
[0089] As shown in Fig. 9, a fin turning mechanism 40
is provided outside a left side surface of the bezel 31 in
order to cause the upper auxiliary horizontal fin 38 and
the lower auxiliary horizontal fin 39 to turn in conjunction
as described above when the central horizontal fin 37 is
turned upward or downward. This fin turning mechanism
40 has the same structure as that of the fin turning mech-
anism 10 (Fig. 4) of the above-described first embodi-
ment, and is, as shown in Fig. 9, composed of a crank
41 pivotally attached to the pivot 37a of the central hor-
izontal fin 37, a first cam member 43 pivotally attached
to the pivot 38a of the upper auxiliary horizontal fin 38,
and a second cam member 44 pivotally attached to the
pivot 39a of the lower auxiliary horizontal fin 39.
[0090] The upper auxiliary horizontal fin 38 and the
lower auxiliary horizontal fin 39 that turn in conjunction
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due to an operation of the fin turning mechanism 40 have
a horizontal posture to reach a state stored in the storing
recesses 36a and 36b, respectively, due to an action of
the crank 41, the first cam member 43, and the second
cam member 44, when the central horizontal fin 37 is
oriented straight forward to set the direction in the up-
down direction thereof to the horizontal direction as in
Figs. 9 and 10.
[0091] On the one hand, when the central horizontal
fin 37 is turned to the upside as in Fig. 11, that is, when
the direction of the central horizontal fin 37 is turned up-
ward, the upper auxiliary horizontal fin 38 turns in a man-
ner of sticking out to the downside, the lower auxiliary
horizontal fin 39 turns to the upside to become parallel
to the central horizontal fin 37 and turns so that a front
end portion of the lower auxiliary horizontal fin 39 approx-
imates a rear end portion of the central horizontal fin 37,
so as to provide a function of one large-sized fin.
[0092] On the other hand, when the central horizontal
fin 37 is turned to the upside as in Fig. 12, that is, when
the direction of the central horizontal fin 37 is turned
downward, the lower auxiliary horizontal fin 39 turns in a
manner of sticking out to the downside, the upper auxil-
iary horizontal fin 38 turns to the downside to become
parallel to the central horizontal fin 37 and turns so that
a front end portion of the upper auxiliary horizontal fin 38
approximates a rear end portion of the central horizontal
fin 37, so as to provide a function of one large-sized fin.
[0093] A rear movable louver 34 is disposed in the pas-
sage 35 and upstream from the front movable louver 33.
In the rear movable louver 34, a plurality of vertical fins
34a are provided vertically side by side at fixed intervals
left horizontally. Each vertical fin 34a has pivots 34b pro-
vided so as to project at an upper portion and lower por-
tion, and the upper and lower pivots 34b are axially sup-
ported in bearing portions provided on the upper wall and
lower wall of the passage 35, and supported so as to be
turnable rightward and leftward.
[0094] On the above-described central horizontal fin
37, as shown in Figs. 9 and 10, an operation knob 46 is
externally fitted so as to be slidable in the right-left lon-
gitudinal direction to provide a structure for grasping the
operation knob 46 to make the central horizontal fin 37
turnable in the up-down direction and turning the rear
movable louver 34 to the right or left to change the wind
direction to the right or left by sliding the operation knob
46 in the right-left direction.
[0095] Therefore, at a rear portion of the operation
knob 46, an engaging portion to engage with one longi-
tudinal fin 34a of the rear movable louver 34 is provided,
and at the pivots 34b of all vertical fins 34a including that
vertical fin 34a, cranks (not shown) are pivotally attached,
and crankshafts of the respective cranks are mutually
joined by one link bar. Accordingly, a structure is provided
in that, when the operation knob 46 is slid to the right or
left on the central horizontal fin 37, the respective vertical
fins 34a of the rear movable louver 34 turn to the right or
left in conjunction so as to adjust the wind direction to

the right or left.
[0096] Next, as description of the operation of the reg-
ister configured as described above, when air is blown
straight in front of the register, as in Fig. 10, the central
horizontal fin 37 of the front movable louver 33 is brought
into a horizontal state, that is, a state oriented straight
ahead.
[0097] In this state, the upper auxiliary horizontal fin
38 and the lower auxiliary horizontal fin 39 both keep a
horizontal state and are in a state stored and hidden in-
side the storing recesses 36a and 36b on the upper wall
surface and lower wall surface of the passage 35. Con-
sequently, an air flow flowing in the passage 35 is, with
little air resistance received due to the upper auxiliary
horizontal fin 38 and the lower auxiliary horizontal fin 39,
blown in the horizontal forward direction to which the cen-
tral horizontal fin 37 is oriented with very small pressure
loss. Thus, as compared with a normal register for which
three horizontal fins are provided side by side at the air
outlet, pressure loss during a horizontal adjustment can
be reduced.
[0098] On the one hand, when the operation knob 46
is operated to turn the central horizontal fin 37 upward
to be oriented obliquely upward as in Fig. 11, the upper
auxiliary horizontal fin 38 and the lower auxiliary horizon-
tal fin 39 turn in a manner of sticking out their down-
stream-side end portions to the inside of the passage 35
due to an operation of the crank 41, the first cam member
43, and the second cam member 44 of the fin turning
mechanism 40, and the upper auxiliary horizontal fin 38
turns to be oriented obliquely downward, and the lower
auxiliary horizontal fin 39 turns to be oriented obliquely
upward.
[0099] At this time, as in Fig. 11, the lower auxiliary
horizontal fin 39 becomes substantially parallel to the
central horizontal fin 37 oriented obliquely upward, its
front end portion approximates (or contacts) a rear end
portion of the central horizontal fin 37, and the lower aux-
iliary horizontal fin 39 and the central horizontal fin 37 as
one reach a state to function as one large-sized fin.
[0100] Thus, an air flow flowing from the passage 35
toward the air outlet 45 is, as shown in Fig. 11, satisfac-
torily guided by the lower auxiliary horizontal fin 39 and
the central horizontal fin 37 that function as a large-sized
fin, and blown obliquely upward. Moreover, at this time,
an air flow flowing in an upper portion of the passage 35
is gathered near an upper surface of the central horizontal
fin 37 in a manner such that wind is pushed thereagainst
because the upper auxiliary horizontal fin 38 sticks out
obliquely downward, and accordingly, a state is brought
about in that an air flow efficiently flows along the central
horizontal fin 37, so that air blowing is satisfactorily per-
formed obliquely upward to which the central horizontal
fin 37 is oriented.
[0101] Moreover, because the upper auxiliary horizon-
tal fin 38 reaches a state sticking out obliquely downward
from the storing recess 36a to the passage 35 side and
the lower auxiliary horizontal fin 39 is integrated with the
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central horizontal fin 37, virtually no air flow that flows
straight forward in the passage 35 occurs, so that an air
flow is satisfactorily guided obliquely upward by the cen-
tral horizontal fin 37.
[0102] On the other hand, as in Fig. 12, when the op-
eration knob 46 is operated to turn the central horizontal
fin 37 downward to be oriented obliquely downward, the
upper auxiliary horizontal fin 38 and the lower auxiliary
horizontal fin 39 turn in a manner of sticking out their
downstream-side end portions to the inside of the pas-
sage 35 due to an operation of the crank 41, the first cam
member 43, and the second cam member 44 of the fin
turning mechanism 40.
[0103] At this time, as in Fig. 12, the upper auxiliary
horizontal fin 38 becomes parallel with respect to the cen-
tral horizontal fin 37 and its front end portion approxi-
mates (or contacts) near a rear end portion of the central
horizontal fin 37, and the upper auxiliary horizontal fin 38
and the central horizontal fin 37 as one reach a state to
function as one large-sized fin.
[0104] Thus, an air flow flowing from the passage 35
toward the air outlet 45 is, as shown in Fig. 12, satisfac-
torily guided by the upper auxiliary horizontal fin 38 and
the central horizontal fin 37 that function as a large-sized
fin, and blown obliquely downward. Moreover, at this
time, an air flow flowing in a lower portion of the passage
35 is gathered near a lower surface of the central hori-
zontal fin 37 in a manner such that wind is pushed therea-
gainst because the lower auxiliary horizontal fin 39 sticks
out obliquely upward, and accordingly, as in Fig. 12, a
state is brought about in that an air flow efficiently flows
along the central horizontal fin 37, so that air blowing is
satisfactorily performed obliquely downward to which the
central horizontal fin 37 is oriented.
[0105] Moreover, at this time, because the lower aux-
iliary horizontal fin 39 reaches a state sticking out ob-
liquely upward from the storing recess 36b to the passage
35 side and the upper auxiliary horizontal fin 38 is inte-
grated with the central horizontal fin 37, virtually no air
flow that flows straight forward in the passage 35 occurs,
so that an air flow is satisfactorily guided obliquely down-
ward by the central horizontal fin 37.
[0106] In this manner, when the central horizontal fin
37 is turned downward, an air flow flowing along the cen-
tral horizontal fin 37 is no longer disturbed as in a normal
register for which three horizontal fins are provided, and
even in the register having the air outlet 45 inclined to
the downside, the directionality of wind when the central
horizontal fin 37 of the front movable louver 33 is turned
down can be greatly increased.
[0107] Moreover, because the pivots 37a of the central
horizontal fin 37 are located in the downstream-side end
portion, when the central horizontal fin 37 is turned up or
down, a part that appears at the front surface side to
change is small, which makes the external appearance
of the register excellent. Moreover, because the pivots
37a of the central horizontal fin 37 are located in the
downstream-side end portion, the operation knob 46 fit-

ted slidably to the central horizontal fin 37 can have a
long forward projection length, and accordingly, the op-
erability of the operation knob 46 can be enhanced.
[0108] Fig. 13 and Fig. 14 show a register of the fourth
embodiment. This register is, as shown in the same fig-
ures, as its front surface shape, in a shape of the register
of the third embodiment turned over 90 degrees, and has
a vertically long rectangular-shaped air outlet 65 that is
long in the up-down vertical direction and short in the
horizontal direction, and in an inner front portion of the
air outlet 65, a front movable louver 53 is disposed along
the up-down longitudinal direction, and the air outlet 65
is inclined so as to retract one (right) side portion to the
upstream side and project the other (left) side portion to
the downstream side. In addition, for the same structural
parts the same as those of the register described above,
the same reference signs as above will be used in the
figures and descriptions thereof will be omitted.
[0109] As shown in Figs. 13 and 14, for the front mov-
able louver 53, one central vertical fin 57 is axially sup-
ported so as to be turnable by pivots 57a in the up-down
vertical direction substantially at the right-left center in-
side the air outlet 65. Further, a storing recess 56a is
provided on a retraction-side side wall surface inside the
air outlet 65, and a retraction-side auxiliary vertical fin 58
is axially supported so as to be storable and turnable by
pivots 58a in the up-down vertical direction inside the
storing recess 56a.
[0110] Similarly, a storing recess 56b provided on a
projection-side side wall surface inside the air outlet 65,
and a projection-side auxiliary vertical fin 59 is axially
supported so as to be storable inside the storing recess
56b and turnable by pivots 59a in the up-down vertical
direction. The central vertical fin 57 is axially supported
to be turnable, by pivots 57a provided so as to project at
an upper portion and lower portion, substantially in the
right-left center of the air outlet 65.
[0111] The retraction-side auxiliary vertical fin 58 and
the projection-side auxiliary vertical fin 59 are, by the piv-
ots 58a, 59a provided in their upstream-side end portion,
axially supported turnably in a manner of sticking out their
downstream-side end portions to the passage 35 side.
Particularly, when the central vertical fin 57 is turned to
the right side, that is, the retraction side of the air outlet
65, the retraction-side auxiliary vertical fin 58 sticks out
its downstream-side end portion toward the passage 35
side and reaches a state parallel with respect to the cen-
tral vertical fin 57, and a front edge portion of the retrac-
tion-side auxiliary vertical fin 58 approximates (or con-
tacts) a rear edge portion of the central vertical fin 57,
and the fins reach a state to function as one large-sized
fin. Moreover, the projection-side auxiliary vertical fin 59
on the opposite side is structured so as to stick out its
downstream-side end portion toward the passage 35 side
and guide an air flow in a direction to push against the
central vertical fin 57 side.
[0112] Similarly, when the central vertical fin 57 is
turned to the left side, that is, the projection side of the
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air outlet 65, the projection-side auxiliary vertical fin 59
sticks out its downstream-side end portion toward the
passage 35 side and reaches a state parallel to the cen-
tral vertical fin 57, and a front edge portion of the projec-
tion-side auxiliary vertical fin 59 approximates (or con-
tacts) a rear edge portion of the central vertical fin 57,
and the fins reach a state to function as one large-sized
fin. Moreover, at this time, the retraction-side auxiliary
vertical fin 58 is structured so as to stick out its down-
stream-side end portion toward the passage 35 side and
push an air flow against the central vertical fin 57 side
while letting the same flow.
[0113] An operation knob 66 is externally fitted on the
central vertical fin 57 so as to be slidable in the up-down
longitudinal direction. The operation knob 66 turns the
central vertical fin 57 to change its direction to the right
or left, and turns the rear movable louver 34 to change
its direction to up or down. Therefore, at a rear portion
of the operation knob 66, similar to the above, a rack
portion is provided, and on a horizontal fin of the rear
movable louver 34 on the upstream side, a sector toothed
portion to engage with the rack portion is provided. The
plurality of horizontal fins are axially supported so as to
be turnable by pivots in the horizontal direction, the re-
spective horizontal fins are joined by a link bar to turn in
synchronization and conjunction with each other. The
rear movable louver 34 thus configured is a structure in
that the rear movable louver 34 in the upstream-side rear
portion changes the direction to up and down in response
to an up-down movement operation of the operation knob
66.
[0114] Because the pivots 57a of the central vertical
fin 57 are located in a front portion of the fin, that is, near
the downstream-side end portion, when the central ver-
tical fin 57 is turned, its rear portion at the upstream side
can be greatly turned, and accordingly, directionality dur-
ing air blowing adjustment can be enhanced. Moreover,
because the pivots 57a of the central vertical fin 57 are
located in the downstream-side front portion, when the
central vertical fin 57 is turned to the right or left, a part
that appears at the front surface side to change is small,
which makes the external appearance of the register ex-
cellent. Moreover, because the pivots 57a of the central
vertical fin 57 are located in the downstream-side front
portion, the operation knob 66 fitted slidably to the central
vertical fin 57 can have a long forward projection length,
and accordingly, the operability of the operation knob can
be enhanced.
[0115] Next, as description of the operation of the reg-
ister configured as described above, when air is blown
straight in front of the register, the central vertical fin 57
of the front movable louver 53 is brought into a state
oriented straight ahead. In this state, the retraction-side
auxiliary vertical fin 58 and the projection-side auxiliary
vertical fin 59 both keep a state parallel to the side walls
of the passage and are in a state stored and hidden inside
the storing recesses 56a and 56b on the upper wall sur-
face and lower wall surface of the passage 35. Conse-

quently, an air flow flowing in the passage 35 is, with little
air resistance received due to the retraction-side auxiliary
vertical fin 58 and the projection-side auxiliary vertical fin
59, blown in the vertical forward direction to which the
central vertical fin 57 is oriented with very small pressure
loss. Thus, as compared with a normal register for which
three horizontal fins are provided side by side at the air
outlet, pressure loss can be reduced.
[0116] On the one hand, when the operation knob 66
is operated to orient the central vertical fin 57 to the re-
traction side of the air outlet 65, the retraction-side aux-
iliary vertical fin 58 and the projection-side auxiliary ver-
tical fin 59 turn in a manner of sticking out their down-
stream-side end portions to the inside of the passage 35
due to an operation of a crank 71, a first cam member
73, and a second cam member 74 of a fin turning mech-
anism 70, and the retraction-side auxiliary vertical fin 58
turns to be oriented obliquely leftward, and the projection-
side auxiliary vertical fin 59 turns to be oriented obliquely
rightward.
[0117] At this time, the projection-side auxiliary vertical
fin 59 becomes substantially parallel with respect to the
central vertical fin 57 oriented obliquely rightward, its front
end portion approximates (or contacts) a rear end portion
of the central vertical fin 57, and the projection-side aux-
iliary vertical fin 59 and the central vertical fin 57 as one
reach a state to function as one large-sized fin.
[0118] Thus, an air flow flowing from the passage 35
toward the air outlet 65 is, as shown in Fig. 14, satisfac-
torily guided by the projection-side auxiliary vertical fin
59 and the central vertical fin 57 that function as a large-
sized fin, and blown obliquely to the right side. Moreover,
at this time, an air flow flowing at the right of the passage
35 is gathered near a side surface of the central vertical
fin 57 in a manner such that wind is pushed thereagainst
because the retraction-side auxiliary vertical fin 58 sticks
out to the center side of the passage, and accordingly, a
state is brought about in that an air flow efficiently flows
along the central vertical fin 57, so that air blowing is
satisfactorily performed obliquely rightward to which the
central vertical fin 57 is oriented.
[0119] Moreover, at this time, the projection-side aux-
iliary vertical fin 59 reaches a state sticking out obliquely
to the right side from the storing recess 56b to the pas-
sage 35 side, the projection-side auxiliary vertical fin 59
and the central vertical fin 57 approximate to be integrat-
ed with each other and function so as to be a large-sized
fin, and an air flow is satisfactorily guided to the right side
by the central vertical fin 57 and the projection-side aux-
iliary vertical fin 59.
[0120] On the other hand, when the operation knob 66
is operated to cause a turning operation of the central
vertical fin 57 to the projection side (left side) of the air
outlet 65, the retraction-side auxiliary vertical fin 58 and
the projection-side auxiliary vertical fin 59 turn in a man-
ner of sticking out their downstream-side end portions to
the inside of the passage 35 due to an operation of the
crank 71, the first cam member 73, and the second cam
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member 74 of the fin turning mechanism 70.
[0121] At this time, as in Fig. 14, the retraction-side
auxiliary vertical fin 58 becomes parallel with respect to
the central vertical fin 57 and its front end portion approx-
imates (or contacts) near a rear end portion of the central
vertical fin 57, and the retraction-side auxiliary vertical
fin 58 and the central vertical fin 57 as one reach a state
to function as one large-sized fin.
[0122] Thus, an air flow flowing from the passage 35
toward the air outlet 65 is, as shown in Fig. 14, satisfac-
torily guided by the retraction-side auxiliary vertical fin 58
and the central vertical fin 57 that function as a large-
sized fin, and blown obliquely to the left side. Moreover,
at this time, an air flow flowing at the left side in the pas-
sage 35 is gathered near a side surface of the central
vertical fin 57 in a manner such that wind is pushed
thereagainst because the projection-side auxiliary verti-
cal fin 59 sticks out to the center side of the passage,
and accordingly, a state is brought about in that an air
flow efficiently flows along the central vertical fin 57, so
that air blowing is satisfactorily performed obliquely left-
ward to which the central vertical fin 57 is oriented.
[0123] In this manner, when the central vertical fin 57
is turned to the right or left, an air flow flowing along the
central vertical fin 57 is no longer disturbed as in a normal
register for which three horizontal fins are provided, and
even in the register having the air outlet 65 inclined in
the right-left short-side direction, the directionality of wind
when the central vertical fin 57 of the front movable louver
53 is turned to the right or left can be greatly increased.
[0124] Moreover, because the pivots 57a of the central
vertical fin 57 are located in the downstream-side end
portion, when the central vertical fin 57 is turned to the
right or left, a part that appears at the front surface side
to change is small, which makes the external appearance
of the register excellent. Moreover, because the pivots
57a of the central vertical fin 57 are located in the down-
stream-side end portion, the operation knob 66 fitted sl-
idably to the central vertical fin 57 can have a long forward
projection length, and accordingly, the operability of the
operation knob 66 can be enhanced.

Reference Signs List

[0125]

1 Bezel
2 Retainer
3 Front movable louver
4 Rear movable louver
4a Vertical fin
4b Pivot
5 Passage
6a Storing recess
6b Storing recess
7 Central horizontal fin
7a Pivot
8 Upper auxiliary horizontal fin

8a Pivot
9 Lower auxiliary horizontal fin
9a Pivot
10 Fin turning mechanism
11 Crank
12 Crankshaft
13 First cam member
13a Cam groove
14 Second cam member
14a Cam groove
15 Air outlet
16 Operation knob
16a Rack portion
16b Gear portion
23 Front movable louver
26 Air outlet
27 Central vertical fin
27a Pivot
28 Retraction-side auxiliary vertical fin
28a Pivot
29 Projection-side auxiliary vertical fin
29a Pivot
31 Bezel
32 Retainer
33 Front movable louver
34 Rear movable louver
34a Vertical fin
34b Pivot
35 Passage
36 Operation knob
36a Storing recess
36b Storing recess
37 Central horizontal fin
37a Pivot
38 Upper auxiliary horizontal fin
38a Pivot
39 Lower auxiliary horizontal fin
39a Pivot
40 Fin turning mechanism
45 Air outlet
46 Operation knob
53 Front movable louver
55 Passage
56 Air outlet
56a Storing recess
56b Storing recess
57 Central vertical fin
57a Pivot
58 Retraction-side auxiliary vertical fin
58a Pivot
59 Projection-side auxiliary vertical fin
59a Pivot
65 Air outlet
66 Operation knob
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Claims

1. A register having a narrow and long air outlet that is
long in a horizontal direction and short in an up-down
vertical direction, and with a front movable louver
being disposed along said horizontal direction in an
inner front portion of said air outlet, said air outlet
being formed inclined so as to retract an upper por-
tion to an upstream side and project a lower portion
to a downstream side, wherein
for said front movable louver, one central horizontal
fin is axially supported so as to be turnable in said
horizontal direction substantially at an up-down cent-
er inside said air outlet, while an upper auxiliary hor-
izontal fin is axially supported so as to be storable
and turnable in said horizontal direction in a storing
recess provided on an upper wall surface inside said
air outlet, and a lower auxiliary horizontal fin is axially
supported so as to be storable and turnable in said
horizontal direction in a storing recess provided on
a lower wall surface inside said air outlet,
said central horizontal fin is axially supported so as
to be turnable by pivots provided so as to project
substantially at centers of both sides, said upper aux-
iliary horizontal fin and lower auxiliary horizontal fin
are axially supported so as to be turnable in a manner
of sticking out downstream-side end portions to a
passage side, and when said central horizontal fin
is turned to the downside, said lower auxiliary hori-
zontal fin sticks out the downstream-side end portion
toward the passage side to block an air flow that
passes through a section between said central hor-
izontal fin and said lower auxiliary horizontal fin and
proceeds straight ahead.

2. The register according to claim 1, wherein the lower
auxiliary horizontal fin of the front movable louver is
arranged at a downstream-side position further than
the upper auxiliary horizontal fin, and the front-rear
position of pivots of said lower auxiliary horizontal
fin is arranged substantially at the same position as
that of the pivots of the central horizontal fin.

3. A register having a narrow and long air outlet that is
long in an up-down vertical direction and short in a
horizontal direction, and with a front movable louver
being disposed along said up-down vertical direction
in an inner front portion of said air outlet, said air
outlet being formed inclined so as to retract one side
portion to an upstream side and project the other
side portion to a downstream side, wherein
for said front movable louver, one central vertical fin
is axially supported so as to be turnable in said up-
down vertical direction substantially at a right-left
center inside said air outlet, while a retraction-side
auxiliary vertical fin is axially supported so as to be
storable and turnable in said up-down vertical direc-
tion in a storing recess provided on a retraction-side

side wall surface inside said air outlet, and a projec-
tion-side auxiliary vertical fin is axially supported so
as to be storable and turnable in said up-down ver-
tical direction in a storing recess provided on a pro-
jection-side side wall surface inside said air outlet,
said central vertical fin is axially supported so as to
be turnable by pivots at both sides provided so as to
project substantially at right- left centers, said pro-
jection-side auxiliary vertical fin and said retraction-
side auxiliary vertical fin are axially supported so as
to be turnable in a manner of sticking out down-
stream-side end portions to a passage side, and
when said central vertical fin is turned to the projec-
tion side of said air outlet, said projection-side aux-
iliary vertical fin sticks out the downstream-side end
portion toward the passage side to block an air flow
that passes through a section between said central
vertical fin and said projection-side auxiliary vertical
fin and proceeds straight ahead.

4. The register according to claim 3, wherein the pro-
jection-side auxiliary vertical fin of the front movable
louver is arranged at a downstream-side position fur-
ther than the retraction-side auxiliary vertical fin, and
the front-rear position of pivots of said projection-
side auxiliary vertical fin is arranged substantially at
the same position as that of the pivots of the central
vertical fin.

5. A register having a narrow and long air outlet that is
long in a horizontal direction and short in an up-down
vertical direction, and with a front movable louver
being disposed along said horizontal direction in an
inner front portion of said air outlet, said air outlet
being formed inclined so as to retract an upper por-
tion to an upstream side and project a lower portion
to a downstream side, wherein
for said front movable louver, one central horizontal
fin is axially supported so as to be turnable in said
horizontal direction substantially at an up-down cent-
er inside said air outlet, while an upper auxiliary hor-
izontal fin is axially supported so as to be storable
and turnable in said horizontal direction in a storing
recess provided on an upper wall surface inside said
air outlet, and a lower auxiliary horizontal fin is axially
supported so as to be storable and turnable in said
horizontal direction in a storing recess provided on
a lower wall surface inside said air outlet,
said central horizontal fin is axially supported so as
to be turnable by pivots provided at both sides of the
downstream side, said upper auxiliary horizontal fin
and lower auxiliary horizontal fin are axially support-
ed so as to be turnable in a manner of sticking out
downstream-side end portions to a passage side,
and when said central horizontal fin is turned to the
upside or downside, said upper auxiliary horizontal
fin and said lower auxiliary horizontal fin stick out the
downstream-side end portions toward the passage
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side, and said lower auxiliary horizontal fin or said
upper auxiliary horizontal fin is parallel to and ap-
proximates said central horizontal fin to function as
one large-sized fin.

6. A register having a narrow and long air outlet that is
long in an up-down vertical direction and short in a
horizontal direction, and with a front movable louver
being disposed along said up-down vertical direction
in an inner front portion of said air outlet, said air
outlet being formed inclined so as to retract one side
portion to an upstream side and project the other
side portion to a downstream side, wherein
for said front movable louver, one central vertical fin
is axially supported so as to be turnable in said up-
down vertical direction substantially at a right-left
center in said air outlet, while a retraction-side aux-
iliary vertical fin is axially supported so as to be stor-
able and turnable in said up-down vertical direction
in a storing recess provided on a side wall surface
of the retraction inside said air outlet, and a projec-
tion-side auxiliary vertical fin is axially supported so
as to be storable and turnable in said up-down ver-
tical direction in a storing recess provided on a pro-
jection-side side wall surface in said air outlet,
said central vertical fin is axially supported so as to
be turnable by pivots provided at both sides of a
downstream-side end portion, said retraction-side
auxiliary vertical fin and projection-side auxiliary ver-
tical fin are axially supported so as to be turnable in
a manner of sticking out downstream-side end por-
tions to a passage side, and when said central ver-
tical fin is turned to the right or left, said retraction-
side auxiliary vertical fin and said projection-side
auxiliary vertical fin stick out the downstream-side
end portions toward the passage side, and said pro-
jection-side auxiliary vertical fin or said retraction-
side auxiliary vertical fin is parallel to and approxi-
mates said central vertical fin to function as one
large-sized fin.

7. The register according to claims 1 to 6, wherein on
an upstream side of the front movable louver, a rear
movable louver with a large number of vertical fins
or horizontal fins being provided side by side is dis-
posed turnably.
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